IPM CROSSWORD PUZZLE PAGE #1
Use the clues to figure out the word. You can use the
word bank for hints. If you need help, it might be fun
to ask your family or a friend for help. We have done
two for you to get you started.
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ACROSS
1 What police try to do every day
4 Take something that is not yours
5 Loud noise used to attract attention
7 Some are worn for protection
9 Another word for vehicle
11 A canine police officer
14 Head Police Officer
15 Clothing that identifies who someone is
18 Worn in a car to be safe
19 A new police officer
22 Hearing presided over by a judge
24 People who often live together
25 A set of rules to keep a society safe

DOWN
1 Police use these sometimes instead of cars
2 A cloth or metal patch
3 A tool used by police
6 Officers talk to each other with this
8 You might get one if you are speeding
9 Something police help prevent
10 Trials are held here
12 Used to get your attention
13 Do this to detain and hold a suspect
16 Has interesting things for people to see
17 Another word for police officer in England
20 Where you might go if you commit a crime
21 How you feel when you did something wrong
23 This measures speed

WORD BANK - arrest, badge, Bobby, car, chief, court, crime, dog, family, quilt, gun, help, horse,
jail, law, museum, radar, radio, rookie, seatbelt, siren, steal, ticket, trail, uniform, vest, whistle
Need more help? See the answer page.
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IPM CROSSWORD PUZZLE—ANSWER PAGE #1
How did you do? Here are answers we found:

ACROSS
1 What police try to do every day
4 Take something that is not yours
5 Loud noise used to attract attention
7 Some are worn for protection
9 Another word for vehicle
11 A canine police officer
14 Head Police Officer
15 Clothing that identifies who someone is
18 Worn in a car to be safe
19 A new police officer
22 Hearing presided over by a judge
24 People who often live together
25 A set of rules to keep a society safe

DOWN
1 Police use these sometimes instead of cars
2 A cloth or metal patch
3 A tool used by police
6 Officers talk to each other with this
8 You might get one if you are speeding
9 Something police help prevent
10 Trials are held here
12 Used to get your attention
13 Do this to detain and hold a suspect
16 Has interesting things for people to see
17 Another word for police officer in England
20 Where you might go if you commit a crime
21 How you feel when you did something wrong
23 This measures speed
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